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Project requirements

If you are taking ECE/CS 438 for 4 credits, you are required to complete a mini-project
as follows. This is an individual project. That is, every 4-credit student has to submit
individual work.
In the mini-project, you will select a research paper from the given list below, read this
paper and other related work on the same topic (i.e., other papers/articles/tutorials), and
finally submit a 15-minute video presentation on that topic.
The topics below have all been introduced in 438, so your video presentation should be
thought of as an “enrichment”, or a step forward, to what students already know. For
example, we have talked at length about basic TCP in class. So, your presentation on TCP
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), should you decide to pick that one, would explain
how congestion control can be further improved, why congestion notification is a good
idea, and what are the pros and cons with ECN.
The best videos may feature as “supplementary material” in 438’s course calendar next
year. This means that your videos will help students of next year go beyond what we cover
in class lectures.
Note that the papers listed below are the starting points for exploration, which means you
should research on your own around the topic, particularly unfamiliar terms and unfamiliar ideas that are being referenced in the paper. Please bear in mind that your audiences
are the students of 438 and thus you know what is familiar to them and what is not.
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List of topics

Pick any one from these 5 topics/papers:
• Internet architecture: Design philosophy of DARPA Internet Protocols (Clark)
Link to the paper.
• Router design: A 50 Gbps IP Router (Partridge):
Link to the paper.
• BGP: Routing policies in ISP networks (Rexford):
Link to the paper.
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• TCP: Explicit congestion notification ECN (Floyd):
Link to the paper.
• 5G: Tutorial overview on standards, trials, challenges, deployment, and practice:
Link to the paper.
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What and How to submit

You should submit two things: video and slides for the presentation. The video should be
submitted preferably as a Youtube link, or as a link to a network drive. The slides for the
presentation should be submitted as a PDF file. You can still use PowerPoint to present,
but please export it as a PDF file when you submit.
Submission details: Please put the video link on the first page of your presentation such
that we can access the video through your slides. Then, please upload a single PDF file
that contains the video link and your actual presentation to the Gradescope.
The deadline for submission is Dec 17, 11:59 pm.
Note: Please make sure the course staff have access to your video link. After you upload
the slides that contain your video link, it is always a good idea to check whether the video
link is working. Please put your name and Net ID on the first page of presentation.
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Rubric for grading

Below is the rubric for the project.
• The clarity of the explanations:
For example, whether the terminology is defined before it is used, whether it is clearly
understandable, whether explanations are lucid, etc.
Weights assigned: 40%.
• The richness of the topics covered
For example, whether is it superficial with only sampled material from the paper.
Ideally, you should survey other related papers, draw materials from them, and connect the dots.
Weights assigned: 30%.
• The quality of presentation
For example, busy slides, poor visualization, and lots of text without visual explanations, etc. can all contribute to poor presentation.
Weights assigned: 25%.
• Time constraints of your presentation
In particular, the video should be less than or equal to 15 minutes
Weights assigned: 5%.
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Here is how your mini-project contributes to the overall grade. 4 credit students will get a
score out of 100 like all 3 credit students. Then, we will add a score for your mini-project
where the score is between -5 and +5. Thus, the average mini-project (with a score of 0)
will not influence your regular grade. However, a great mini-project can boost their grade
and vice versa for a poorly done mini-project.
The course’s grading curve will be based on 3 credit students only. Then, 4 credit students
will fit on this curve, including your mini-project.
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Final notes
• Imagine the audiences to be students who also take ECE/CS 438, so please discuss
technical matters (not just high-level trivia or history). Share your personal thoughts
and opinions anywhere you see fit.
• Please cite related papers and articles you have read in the last slide(s) of your presentation.
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